The goal of this paper is to define a unit cell containing an electric and magnetic complement and degenerate pair of resonators and subsequently construct a 3-dimensional (3D) n = −1 refractive index prism based upon the final unit cell design. In this effort simulating and observing the response of a negativeindex metamaterial (MM) prism to a plane-wave excitation was a primary intent. However, an equally-important goal was to develop an efficient and high-fidelity process for arriving at the prism design.
A methodical design procedure based on isolated-particle simulations to first identify the appropriate unit cell design, followed by subcell modeling techniques for constructing the prism, will be presented. While the isolated-particle (single unit cell) simulations provide a simple and efficient means of extracting the resonator electric and magnetic moments and identifying the candidate resonator (or combination of resonators) that yields the desired resonant response, the subcell modeling approach is an enabling follow-on design step that is used to simplify the unit-cell mesh geometry and ultimately allow for a larger collection of unit cells to be simulated (versus what would be possible with explicit meshing). This subcell simplification step can be essential to simulating large, finite metamaterial structures, particularly when higher-frequency operation is desired.
For the negative-index prism design presented in this paper, a unit-cell containing a split-ring resonator (SRR) and unloaded z-dipole is employed and the resonator dimensions (and spacing) which position the resonances at the desired operating frequency and, ultimately yield modal overlap (degeneracy in the electric and magnetic resonances) are extracted from the simple singleparticle simulations. Next, the resonators are simplified to equivalent subcell elements (in this case, substituting equivalent wire resonators for the surfacemesh resonators) and the size of the 3D prism mesh in terms of the number of unknowns is dramatically reduced.
In addition to the design process, full-wave simulation results (including effective medium parameters, far-field scattered patterns, and near-zone field distributions) for the 3D prism will be presented. The results demonstrate negative-index performance of a 3D MM prism design and the good agreement between the predicted performance and the final results inspire confidence in the proposed design methodology.
